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It is not my intention that to discuss the relative merits of individual sites, 
allocations or alternatives, during this hearing. I am primarily concerned with 
the justification and approach to the phasing of development linked to the 
provision of infrastructure. 

(a) Is the approach to phasing of developments in Oundle and Thrapston 
appropriate? 

(i) Is it agreed that the inclusion of 2 “strategic” policies, 3 and 4, as well 
as policies OUN1 and THR5 is unsound? If it is, would the suggested change 
to combine policy 3 with policy OUN1 and policy 4 with policy THR5 be sound 
in so far as it would remove unnecessary duplication? Would this “water 
down” the policy link to infrastructure provision? 

(ii) The further changes put forward in the Council’s statement (Doc.3, 
Appendix 1) would provide a more positive wording in line with (amended) 
CSS Policy 6. Is this approach considered sound? Would these be 
substantive changes requiring further public consultation? 

(iii) In view of the conclusions of the traffic assessments that there is no 
strategic constraint to further housing developments in Oundle, is there any 
justification for a negative policy stance (test 7 – lack of robust and credible 
evidence base) pending infrastructure improvements? Is this conclusion 
likely to hold true should the town continue to develop at the same rate (30.5 
dpa) after 2021? Has the traffic assessment taking account of the longer 
term potential sites? 

(iv) What is the justification (in the submitted DPD) for the priority given to 
the Ashton Road/Herne Road site in policy OUN1? Is it because the site 
includes some previously developed land? (CSS Policy 9 and PPS3 paras. 36 & 
40) The Council have stated in paragraph 9 of their statement that it is “not 
appropriate to phase at different times” but not suggested a policy change to 
that effect; do they intend to do so? 

(v) Are the start dates for the two Oundle allocations given in the housing 
trajectories realistic? What is the justification for the link to employment 
provision at East Road? How does the 2016 target for the development of 
that site “fit”? What then is the basis for the assumed build rates on each 
site? 

(vi) What is the response to the suggestion that housing development 
should not be held back pending employment provision because employers 
will be attracted by the availability of a larger workforce? 



(vii) Does the perceived shortfall in housing provision in Oundle against the 
CSS requirement of 610 dwellings derive largely from the exclusion of urban 
potential sites from the housing land supply calculation in accordance with 
PPS3 advice? If so, why were those sites identified as likely to be developed 
not allocated in the DPD? 

(viii) What does the reference in policy THR1 to phasing in line with the 
provision of school places mean in practice? How is this reflected in the 
housing trajectory? What is the justification for the safeguarding of land at 
Springfield Farm for a secondary school? Is it right that no alternatives have 
been considered to this location through the DPD and no sustainability 
appraisal? 

(b) How should the rate of new development be tied to the development of 
new and local strategic infrastructure? 

(ix) What steps did the Council take to investigate the timescale and 
resource availability for infrastructure improvements in order to ensure that 
this can be delivered in a way which will facilitate, and be facilitated by, 
necessary development? Should it not be for the Council, through the DPD, 
to assess what is required and to test the cumulative effect of proposals in 
the plan rather than putting the onus on developers to do this? 


